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Abstract  
Traceability using video is a new trend in the process of food or agriculture related material production. However, in these 
applications the bandwidth and computation capacity are limited. It is necessary to improve the traditional object detection 
methods for these applications. In this paper, we present an algorithm combining non-parametric method and frame 
difference for traceability video analysis. According to the experimental results, the proposed method performance better 
than the traditional frame difference and GMM. 
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1. Introduction 
Along with the development of IT technology, it become economically possible to collect the information 
from each link of the supply chain which constructs the traceability system. Traceability is useful in both 
quality control and anti-fake that are essential in food and agriculture related industries. However, the current 
RFID based traceability system requires the update of current logistic process that may lead to the additional 
cost and reduce efficiency of the supply chain. Meanwhile, it is difficult for consumers to understand the 
process just from the RFID records. 
Video surveillance system has been widely installed in various places for security reasons. It is an economy 
way to utilize the video data for traceability purpose and not affect the existing logistic process. Meanwhile, 
video based traceability can supply the directly evident which is more understandable for common user. To 
implement the video based traceability system, one of the most essential aspect is to detect the moving object 
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correctly. Considering the shaking, dust or steam obstruction in production environment, it is necessary to 
improve the existing objection detection methods that are not able to meet the traceability system requests. 
In this paper, we propose a moving object detection method for traceability analysis based on non-
parametric methods and frame difference. The rest of paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents the 
related work, section 3 explains the proposed method in details, experiment results are given in section 4 and 
section 5 concludes the whole paper. 
2. Related Work 
Frame difference method is one of the easiest foreground detection method. By subtracting the adjacent 
frames in the video, it can detect the changes between adjacent frames, which is the so called foreground. [1-2] 
used the improved frame difference method to detect the moving objects in the current scene. In the scene with 
simple and static background, this method could achieve relatively good results. 
In [3] a background modeling was proposed. This method establishes the initial background model by 
independently fitting a Gaussian probability density function with the nearest n pixels value. Then the 
background model is updated accordingly. This method is fast, but the accuracy is low. In [4] Rita Cucchiara et 
al. improved the above background modeling method by setting pixel value in each location to the mid-value of 
n pixels in n frames included in the video. This method improves the accuracy of the background model to a 
certain extent. In [5] B.P.L Lo and S.A. velastin employed the variance filter to segment foreground and 
background. Although the speed is not as fast as using edge detector, it can keep some surface features of the 
target. 
Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) is a widely used method in the foreground detection. GMM use K 
(basically 3 to 5) Gauss model to represent the characteristic of each pixel. When we get a new frame, update 
the Gaussian Mixture Model and match each pixel in the current image with the Gaussian Mixture Model. If 
the match is successful, the point is determined as the background point, otherwise it belongs to the foreground. 
In [6] Zoran Zivkovic present an adaptive algorithm using Gaussian mixture probability density. This adaptive 
algorithm shorten the processing time, but the detection performance is seriously affected by dynamic 
background, camera oscillations and some other factors. In [7] the accuracy of background segmentation is 
improved by importing Online learning of adaptive Gaussian mixtures on nonstationary distributions, and the 
background model amended constantly by online learning. 
Non-parametric background modeling method don’t need to assume the density distribution of the model, 
and use a set of sample data to estimate the unknown background density distribution function. Theoretically, 
estimated density distribution function can be convergent to any form of density function. In [8] Ahmed 
Elgammal et al. proposed a non-parametric background modeling method: estimate the density distribution 
function of each pixel by the pixel of each point in the sample and thus we get the background model under the 
current scene. This method can be used to establish the background model of the scene which is not completely 
static. In [9] a recursive Kernel Density Estimation (r-KDE) based segmentation method was recommended. 
Compared to non-parametric Kernel Density Estimation (n-KDE), Sequential Kernel Density Estimation (s-
KDE) and adaptive Kernel Density Estimation (a-KDE), this method does a good job in terms of accuracy. 
In [10] Zoran Zivkovic et al. improved Gaussian mixture model methods and non-parametric methods. The 
improved methods need less time in processing and have much better segmentation results. The result of the 
comparison of these two methods shows that GMM methods are suitable for modeling the background of 
simple static scenes and non-parametric methods perform better when modeling complex dynamic scenes. 
In [11] a foreground detection method based on Bayesian probability joint estimation was proposed. The 
foreground and the background are classified by Bayesian prior probability theory. This method has high 
detection accuracy, and can be used to separate the foreground object from the background under the scene 
with shadow and moving objects. But the complexity of the algorithm is high and it is not easy to implement. 
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3. Methodology 
In the video surveillance system, noise are common for example illumination changes, high-frequencies 
background objects, or camera oscillations coursed by winds. These disturbances will reduce the object 
detection security when we try to separate the target from background or detection the changes of the scenes. 
Currently more and more video surveillance system are deployed wirelessly, therefore the bandwidth is limited 
and costly. It is necessary to improve the object detection accuracy which will reduce the misstatement rate and 
save the image bits that is required to be uploaded. 
Currently frame difference method is widely applied in video surveillance system for change detection 
considering the easily implementation. However, frame difference method is very essential to the shake of 
camera, and it is difficult to identify the target objects once there is a shake. Another common used method 
Gaussian mixture background model (GMM) is sensitive to the illumination changes and high frequency 
background objects. These obstacles will lead to the misclassification from background to foreground which 
will add quite noise to the foreground. Meanwhile, both frame difference and GMM methods are used to 
separate foreground and background, they cannot detect if the object is moved. 
In this paper, we propose an algorithm that combines non-parametric background model and frame 
difference method to calculate the number of pixels of difference between two continuous frames, and 
determines if an object is moved based on the number. Then these frames that contain the changes we are 
looking for will be selected out. The details is described as follows. 
3.1. Background subtraction 
First of all, read each video frame or sequentially read a series of real time captured images by the camera, 
signified as image(i), in which i is the number of the frame. 
Then non-parametric background modeling method is used to build background model and split the 
background and foreground: First, we use [10] ‘balloon estimator’ to estimate kernel size of each pixel by k-
NN classification method. After that, non parametric background modeling method is used to estimate the 
kernel density function of each pixel according to the sample image, and then the background and foreground 
of the image are segmented. The result of segmentation is expressed by a binary image, which is signified as 
binary(i). In binary image, Foreground is composed of a set of white pixels, and the rest black pixels constitute 
the background. Now, because there exists some interference factors in image sequences we read from the 
camera, the segmentation accuracy is not very high, so the set of pixels belonging to the foreground we get will 
be some noise. 
3.2. Frame difference 
In order to eliminate the noise, and get the moving part of the foreground objects. We set the first binary 
image (i.e. binary(1)) as the reference image (signified as reference). Then read the binary images (i.e. 
binary(i)) which is processed by above steps sequentially. After that we use each pixel in the binary image 
minus the pixel at the same place in the reference image and obtain the difference matrix. If the difference is 
greater than or equal to 0, the binary image (signified as delta(i)) of the difference is represent by formula(1), 
 
delta(i)(x,y)=binary(i)(x,y)-reference(x,y)                                                                                                        (1)  
 
and if the difference is less than 0, we make delta(i)(x,y)=0. In which delta(i)(x,y) is the pixel in the binary 
image of the difference located at point (x,y), binary(i)(x,y) is the pixel in binary(i) located at point (x,y) and 
reference(x,y) is the pixel in reference image located at point (x,y). 
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In this binary image (i.e. delta(i)), the collection of white pixels represents the moving part of the 
foregrounds in these two pictures. If the number of white pixels in delta(i) is larger than the given threshold, it 
believes that the foreground object has moved. We set the current image being processed as the reference 
image (i.e. reference=binary(i)), and keep the current picture (i.e. image(i)) taken by the camera. Then 
continue to read the next binary image (i.e. binary(i+1)). Otherwise, we don’t think the foreground has moved. 
We delete the current picture (i.e. image(i)) taken by the camera and continue to read the next binary image (i.e. 
binary(i+1)). 
4. Experimental results 
We compared the results of frame difference, Gaussian mixture model method, non-parametric method and 
our method in complex scenarios, and the results are as follows. 
                
(a1)      (a2)               (b1)                                     (b2) 
                     
 (c1)      (c2)               (d1)                                     (d2) 
      
(e1)                                      (e2) 
Fig.1 The test on a picture sequence containing waving tree branches. (a1)(a2) adjacent frames in the sequence, (b1)(b2) the result of frame 
difference, (c1)(c2) the result of Gaussian mixture model method, (d1)(d2) the result of non parametric method, (e1)(e2) the result of the 
proposed method 
                
(a1)                                              (a2)                                                       (b1)                                                (b2) 
                
(c1)                                              (c2)                                                       (d1)                                                (d2) 
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(e1)                                                    (e2) 
Fig.2 The test on a video captured by a camera with a certain oscillation. (a1)(a2) adjacent frames in the sequence, (b1)(b2) the result of 
frame difference, (c1)(c2) the result of Gaussian mixture model method, (d1)(d2) the result of non parametric method, (e1)(e2) the result of 
the proposed method 
Pictures in Fig.1 are the result of the test set called ‘Waving Trees’, and the background in the scene 
including waving trees. Pictures in Fig.2 are the result of real-time video surveillance in grain depot. Due to the 
impact of the outdoor wind, the camera appears to be a certain oscillation. 
In both scenes, frame difference does a really bad job because of the waving trees in the first scene and the 
wave of camera in the second scene. Gaussian mixture model method and Non-parametric method can roughly 
segment the foreground and background, but there still exists much noise. Also these two methods can’t do a 
good deal for the shadow of the foreground object. Our method can filter out the noise to a certain extent and 
detect the changed part in the foreground. 
5. Conclusion 
Compared with the existing object detection method, the proposed algorithm can effectively remove the 
noise from background which gives us the ability to detect the moving object more precisely in the applications 
such as food and agriculture related product traceability analysis. The video based traceability will be practical 
in more situations along with the improvement of hard devices and analysis methods. In the future, the video 
based spatial temporal analysis will be studied to enhance the capability of traceability system and supply the 
visual supply chain for common user to ensure the safety of food and agriculture related products. 
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